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BOOK REVIEW: NO ONE IS TOO SMALL TO MAKE A DIFFERENCE BY GRETA THUNBERG

I. WHAT THE BOOK ADDRESSES

The world has seen a number of major climate change demonstrations in 2019. The rationale behind these demonstrations is however unclear. Thunberg offers an explanation as to why these demonstrations have taken place and makes the case for why climate change should be taken seriously. Thunberg illuminates how the world has failed to take concrete steps towards tackling the likely consequences of climate change and pleads with world leaders to take climate change seriously and to act accordingly (p 3). Although the emotive framing of the climate change issues in this book invite the tendency for them to be characterised as politically polarised and emotive (pp 31-32), and invites ad hominem criticisms that Thunberg is ‘too young’ to hold
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such views,\textsuperscript{1} it in no way detracts from the significance of the messages this book seeks to convey.\textsuperscript{2}

*No One Is Too Small To Make A Difference* is a collection of Thunberg’s inspiring speeches given at various climate change forums – numerous rallies across Europe, the United Nations Climate Change Conference, World Economic Forum, European Parliament, and British Parliament (p i). The book provides timely and critical hermeneutical insights into the international arena of international environmental law-making and law-enforcement. Though not of a legal nor doctrinal nature, this book provides ample fodder for thought about some of the contemporary issues in Public International law and International Environmental Law. This collection of speeches sheds light on aspects of bad ‘[political and] legal culture’\textsuperscript{3} and attitudes towards climate change which sections of contemporary western society perceives as rampant in the realm of international law and world politics.

\textbf{II. THESIS}

The thesis of the book is that our world leaders are not taking climate change seriously (p 13). World leaders and large corporations in positions of decision-making power have failed to recognise the urgency of the situation (pp 18, 32),\textsuperscript{4} and the overall failures of the current systems that are in place to tackle climate change (p 20). Thunberg makes clear that the view that the world is ‘not doing enough’ to tackle climate change is a misconception. By contrast, Thunberg claims the world is ‘basically not doing anything’ (p 17). In Thunberg’s view, the treaty-based Paris Agreement and Kyoto Protocol targets are either met or not met (pp 9-10). Countries party to

\textsuperscript{1} Eg, ‘there is one complaint that “I sound and write like an adult”. And to that I can only say: Don’t you think that a sixteen-year-old can speak for herself?”; Greta Thunberg, *No One is Too Small to Make a Difference* (Penguin Books, 2019) 31.

\textsuperscript{2} Ibid 25-6, 31-3. The fact that Ms Thunberg has Asperger’s does not in any way affect the analyses of issues presented in her book. As Ms Thunberg courageously argues: ‘[it] is not a disease, it’s a gift’.


\textsuperscript{4} ‘Our house is on fire’.
these international agreements should not rest on their laurels for their efforts that fall short of those targets. In Thunberg’s view, there is no political will to abate the effects of climate change (pp 12, 22), but a rampant political culture of promising false hopes (p 58), denial and inaction (pp 37, 40); perpetuated by the relentless pursuit of economic and financial success and inaction for fear of losing political influence and popularity (pp 17-24, 36, 51-2). The author suggests that the world needs new politics to give effect to climate justice (pp 9, 36-7). Implicit in the author’s arguments are that a rules-based international order is no longer sufficient to compel states’ cooperation in tackling climate change.5

III. COMMENT

Thunberg’s thesis, while obviously not of legal discourse, resonates with existing contemporary legal scholarship which posit that states are ill-equipped in implementing and giving effect to their treaty obligations on a domestic level, thereby failing in their international law obligations.6 Granted that climate change affects the whole world

5 Eg, Nicole Roughan, Authorities: Conflicts, Cooperation, and Transnational Legal Theory (Oxford University Press, 2013).
as much as it affects individual states, climate change as a local problem has become a ‘global problem’ of international importance. This has driven the perceived need for the ‘globalisation (internationalisation) of laws’. The application of laws (as a system) at this ‘universal’ level, requires a ‘truly global [political and] judicial system’. Such a system would require corresponding normative and institutional hierarchy of laws that are justiciable and can be fulfilled by all states and within states. Corollary, states ideally should harmonise international law and domestic law, and recognise globalisation as a socio-cultural phenomenon in order to facilitate, to the greatest extent, monist harmonisation of international law and domestic law. States should coordinate competencies and cooperate, in order to promote normative integration and organic
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cooperation. It is, however, easier said than done. States face many obstacles in implementing this ideal global political and judicial model.

First, countries with a dualist constitutional system face barriers in adjudicating international law norms that have not yet been received into domestic law, or those that conflict with its Constitution. Monist countries, in a similar vein, may not apply international law that would modify existing law or conflict with existing rights or interests. Here, international law is not invocable domestically because international law rules are not enlivened through reception or because states can choose to employ ‘avoidance/blunting techniques/canons’ to justify non-compliance. Second, the doctrine of ‘act of state’ imposes restrictions on states and their jurisdiction to enforce international law norms (immunities). Third, matters considered polycentric are not usually justiciable. Fourth, where all states face the same obstacles, the failure of all states to comply with their international law obligations appear alright, because ‘if everyone is guilty then no one is to blame’.
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obligations by self-interest and power politics, and the lack of socio-political will.

Further, while several ‘outward-looking’ traditional international law obligations (state-to-state rules, eg, of prohibition on use of force, freedom of navigation, jus cogens, etc) are well developed to deal with inter-state relations, the trend in emerging provinces of international law such as human rights, environmental protection, trade and commerce are increasingly ‘inward-looking’. They ‘demand a state to take or refrain from certain conduct’, or ‘enable conduct within certain parameters’. This requires states to oversee the implementation of internationalist rules domestically. This poses major problems. Human and environmental rights jurisprudence are less developed and are politically ‘precarious affairs’.

For example, there have been mounting pressure on states to hold corporations liable for breaches of international environmental
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law, especially natural resources companies who collude with foreign governments in violating ‘basic human and environmental rights’. But as corporations are not ordinarily subjects of international law, responsibility for reining in errant corporations lie with states. States often face difficulties due to the lack of domestically justiciable rules that are harmonised and integrated with international law, and a lack of will to police environmental wrongs. While claims of environmental wrongs have sound bases in various sources of international law (e.g., the UN Charter, United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, various treaties, etc), these norms have not yet been received into domestic law. Claims of environmental rights in domestic law are then usually couched in terms of extant ‘rights to life and property’. But because the dispute is in substance on establishing corporate liability for harmful impacts on individuals, rather than environment impact itself, such claims stretch the realisable rights to life and property in domestic law a little too far.

At present, environmental rights and duties are not being recognized at the domestic level because they do not exist domestically, and plural understandings of property rights encompassing environmental rights are not recognised due to the perceived disparate effect on pre-existing property rights and interests. That said, while current rules of international law allow internal discretion, they impose expectations to
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fulfil often unclear, uncertain and broad ‘inward-looking’ obligations which states are unwilling and ill-equipped to enforce and realise.\textsuperscript{46} Thunberg’s view that there is no political will to abate the effects of climate change (pp 12, 22) may be understood in this context.

In an ideal utopian world, international law can be thought of as a rules-based international order – a system of politically neutral, objective,\textsuperscript{47} and value-free rules, where all countries obey these rules, where international law exists ahead of policy decisions and can resolve all issues which the world faces.\textsuperscript{48} But in reality, this is not often the case. While treaty-based rules setting out climate change targets such as the Paris Agreement and Kyoto Protocol exist, they are inadequate in compelling compliance on the domestic level.

A rules-based international order does not effectively compel states to act. A rules-based international order discounts a vital piece of the puzzle – states’ will (whether voluntary or coerced) in implementing and giving effect to international law rules. Rules themselves cannot compel action if they cannot be enforced by institutions.\textsuperscript{49} When we talk about law, we assume almost as a


\textsuperscript{49} Kantorowicz (n 12) 79; See also, in a functionally similar context, Tommy Thomas, \textit{Abuse of Power: Selected Works on the Law and Constitution} (SIRD, 2016) 272 et seq: By reducing law to ‘a set of norms’, the problem of ‘realization of law’ is obscured. See, Marc De Wilde, “The Dark Side of Institutionalism: Carl Schmitt Reading Santi Romano,” \textit{Ethics & Global Politics} 11, no. 2 (2018): 12, 13, 17, 19-20, 22; Carl Schmitt, \textit{On
pleonasm, a minimum degree of institutionalization.\textsuperscript{50} We assume that law is individuated in political and legal systems whose institutions have the ability to compel action.\textsuperscript{51} Focusing on rules and norms of law without reference to institutional contexts of rule-enforcement does not address with whether states should, beyond normative reasoning, generate \textit{will} to act. As Thunberg argues, the lack of enforceable environmental law norms\textsuperscript{52} have allowed decision-makers to get away with denying climate change (pp 17, 40).

An international law-based order is, on the other hand, a functionally more effective system in compelling compliance and combating the effects of climate change. As scholarly literature suggests, an international law-based order provides the necessary renewed political \textit{will}\textsuperscript{53} required to compel states not only to comply with international law on an inter-state level, but also on a domestic level.\textsuperscript{54} It can propel the world into a ‘future of international law that is


Papalia (n 34).


domestic’ and based on multilateral cooperation, pluralism, and integration.\textsuperscript{55} Thus, instead of seeing international law as being mere rules that operate in an ‘all or nothing’ fashion (cf p 31), international law should be seen as ‘a continuing process of authoritative decisions’ – ie, a ‘decision-making process, and not just [a system] of … ‘rules’.\textsuperscript{57} In this way, decisions made by international institutions (to which states are party to) on climate change matters may be given greater weight by local institutions. This may better influence domestic policy-making, law-making and law-enforcement.

IV. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, one should note that although the book is not a legal text, it gives us context to understanding issues in international environmental law, and how international environmental law could relate to the political and legal systems it demands deference from. This book is more than a phrasebook of inspirational quotes. It is of less consequence that the author’s analyses are scant and abrupt, given that the book is a collection of speeches and aimed at the general public. Nevertheless, the arguments within the book are well thought-out and


\textsuperscript{57} Higgins (n 47) 59.
are well supported by a wide array of contemporary legal scholarship (although not referred to by the author, given that this book is not aimed at the legal community). These are small criticisms of a book that is otherwise a useful addition to the bibliography of literature evidencing political and legal culture\textsuperscript{58} on international relations, international law and environmental law.

\textsuperscript{58} Nelken (n 3) 1.